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Social identities in the field: How fluctuating fieldworker identities shape our research

Introduction

By its very definition, organizational ethnography takes place within organizations; most often formal organizations whose layout and structure are guided by familiar managerial norms. Scholars have paid attention to various methodological aspects of fieldwork in such familiar settings, and have focused on e.g. “insider research” (Brannick and Coghlan, 2007, pp. 59-60) and “at-home ethnography” (Alvesson, 2009, pp. 159-160). However, such categorizations of being either at-home or away and having an identity as either an insider or an outsider entail an assumption that we work from only one position when conducting our fieldwork and that this position can be determined a priori. The purpose of this article is to contribute to developing our understanding and practice of fieldwork in familiar settings by expanding the literature on fieldworker identities (See e.g. Cunliffe and Karunanayake, 2013; Ergun and Erdemir 2010; Järventie-Thesleff et al., 2016; Kusow, 2003). Building on previous literature within organizational ethnography, this article introduces a reflexive framework for understanding the multiple and fluid identities that we purposefully take on, accidentally acquire, unintentionally are ascribed with and experience during ethnographic fieldwork in familiar settings. It further reflects on the ways in which these identities shape our data generation and interpretation process.

Organizations today are increasingly globalizing and operating across countries and cultures, which forces ethnographers to consider studying multiple field sites rather than staying in one location (Marcus, 1995; Smets et al., 2014). Given the dispersed nature of global organizations, when conducting ethnographic fieldwork, we will rarely be either insider or outsider within the entirety of such (cf. Marschan-Piekkari et al., 2004). By expanding the literature on fieldworker identities, this
article develops a critique of the spatial and temporal notions often attached to fieldwork in familiar settings by demonstrating how outsider identities are ascribed even “at-home” and how insider identities can be experienced when away. Rather than conceptualizing the identity of the researcher and the nature of the fieldwork in spatial and temporal terms, this article proposes to conceptualize “insider” and “outsider” as ascribed, changing and sometimes volatile social identities. The term *ethnography in familiar settings* is applied to refer to the variety of research strategies employed to study the familiar, such as “insider” or “at-home” ethnography.

Within organizational ethnography, only limited attention has been paid to the simultaneous processes of both insider and outsider identity creation that takes place throughout a fieldwork and the opportunities and limits these identities set for the data we get access to generate. Some work has been done on fieldworker identities, which depicts the fluid nature of these (see e.g. Järventie-Thesleff et al., 2016). However, such studies focus primarily on the identity shifts experienced by researchers when having one foot in academia and another in the context under study and less on the identities we acquire within the field and the impact of such identities on our research findings.

Based on ethnographic studies in a multinational biopharmaceutical corporation, this article sets out to explore the following research question:

- How are fieldworker identities created, changed, and interrupted during the course of an ethnographic research in a familiar setting?

The insights and arguments presented in this article may inform ethnographers engaged in various research approaches in familiar settings. However, because of the intraorganizational heterogeneity and local organizational identities often found in multinational companies (MNCs) (Cf. Pant and Ramachandran, 2017; Roth and Kostova, 2003) and the complex landscape of possible fieldworker
identities that are consequently available, insights from this article are particularly relevant for organizational ethnographers studying within MNCs. Especially since subsidiaries’ locations may carry with them assumptions about fieldworker identities as either insiders or outsiders, and because the identities we are ascribed (and the challenges they bring) may vary across business units (Cf. Marschan-Piekkari et al., 2004).

This article is structured as follows. First, I present an outline of how organizational ethnography in familiar settings has been conceptualized within previous research and highlight that within this literature, there is an assumption that the familiarity or strangeness of a field can be determined a priori. Then, I highlight previous studies on identity within organizational ethnography and point out that nuances described in these studies have not been utilized sufficiently for methodological reflections about our own identities as fieldworkers in familiar fields. Next, I introduce a theoretical frame for understanding identities as social processes (Jenkins 2008) and argue for its usefulness in bringing forth new perspectives on how such fluid fieldworker identities shape our data generation and analytical processes. Within this framework, I then present findings from an ethnographic study within an MNC and discuss the implications, contributions and limits of these findings.

Theory

Organizational ethnography in familiar settings: Central conceptualizations

Within traditional teachings of anthropology, the (Western) fieldworker was assumed to be very different from the (non-Western) other and thus was warned of the “culture shock” she would encounter when arriving at her field site “away” from home (DeWalt and DeWalt, 2002, pp. 65–69). Gradually, however, she would familiarize herself with the otherness encountered and slowly work her way from being an outsider to becoming an insider. Later, organizational ethnography
emerged, and researchers now often conduct their fieldwork in familiar contexts. Some of the most widely discussed methodological conceptualizations of such research are at-home ethnography (Alvesson, 2009), membership research (Adler and Adler, 1987), and the distinction between insider and outsider ethnography (Brannick and Coghlan, 2007).

In 1987, Adler and Adler (1987) reflected on different membership roles in field research as positions from which a researcher can conduct participant observation. Adler and Adler distinguish between three membership roles, central to which are their insider affiliations. The most involved is the “complete membership role”, where the researcher studies her topic from the perspective of full members by either studying groups in which she has prior membership or becoming a member of these groups (Adler and Adler, 1987, p. 35). In his widely known writings on “at-home ethnography”, Alvesson (2009, pp. 159-160) describes the spatial notion inherent in original teachings of ethnography, where the fieldworker is assumed to commence her research at a distance and slowly move closer to the lived realities of the people under study. Instead, he proposes an ethnography where we start close up and study our own setting rather than the setting of the other. Alvesson first terms this “self-ethnography” (Alvesson, 2003, pp. 174-178) but later uses the more well-known term “at-home ethnography” (Alvesson, 2009, pp. 159). At-home ethnography, he writes, is research carried out in a setting to which the researcher has “‘natural access’ and in which s/he is an active participant, more or less on equal terms with other participants” (Alvesson, 2009, p. 159). An example is a researcher exploring her own university context. In at-home ethnography, however, the primary focus of the researcher is not the research itself but rather the “natural” role she has in the context under study. At-home ethnography thus aims “to utilize the position one is in for another, secondary purpose, that is, doing research on the setting of which one is a part” (Alvesson, 2009, p. 160). Further, in Alvesson’s definition of at-home ethnography, research is an
opportunistic and almost accidental endeavor taken up by the researcher-participant whenever the opportunity arises. As opposed to more conventional ethnography, where the struggle of the ethnographer is to “break in” to an unknown cultural world, the challenge involved in at-home ethnography is, according to Alvesson, to “break out” from the taken-for-grantedness of a familiar setting (Alvesson, 2009, p. 162). Building on Alvesson’s first publication about at-home ethnography and Adler and Adler’s definition of complete membership role, Brannick and Coghlan introduce the idea of “insider research” (2007, pp. 59-60). However, in contrast to Alvesson, they write that when a scholar is engaged in insider research, the research task is formal and planned rather than accidental. Insider researchers are, however, still native to the setting under study, and the authors similarly address the risk of failing to notice important aspects of the field because of its familiarity (Brannick and Coghlan, 2007). Thus, regardless of the terminology, we are often warned about the pitfalls of failing to notice the particularities of our own community (Delamont, 2007; Ginkel, 1998; See also Ybema and Kamsteeg, 2009).

With a similar concern, in 1995, Van Maanen pleaded that researchers studying at home should engage in what he called “defamiliarization”, and he famously argued that ethnographers should focus on “making the familiar strange” when studying their own context (Van Maanen, 1995, p. 20). This comment has had particular resonance within the organizational studies community, for whom organizations are rarely unfamiliar. Ybema and Kamsteeg (2009) followed up on this point in their plea for ethnographers to refocus on the exercise of creating distance between themselves and the field. They write, “For organizational ethnographers, the very ‘un-strangeness’ of the surroundings in their research prevents them from seeing it” (Ybema and Kamsteeg, 2009, p. 102). But are organizations always “un-strange” just because the concept of an organization is familiar or because our position in it is equal to that of our informants? This article will challenge this familiarity assumption often attached to fieldwork in familiar settings.
Insiders or outsiders: Fieldworker identities in organizational ethnography

Within organizational ethnography, *identity* is a broad and well researched field of inquiry (See e.g. Alvesson et al., 2008), and several contributions have established the changeable nature of identities (See e.g. Alvesson, 2010; Beech, 2011; Brown, 2015; Ellis and Ybema, 2010). Yet, when it comes to considerations of ethnographers’ own researcher identities, the field of research seems less developed. Important nuances about the instability of identities seem to have not been incorporated sufficiently into our methodological reflections, and many scholars within organizational ethnography have described the researcher’s identity as an either/or position (Karra and Phillips, 2008). Others have described it as a gradual move from being an outsider to becoming an insider, and vice versa when the research is being conducted in familiar settings (see e.g. Alvesson, 2009; Ybema and Kamsteeg, 2009). However, the position taken in this article is that the ethnographer’s identity in the field cannot be determined a priori as either insider or outsider (cf. Ergun and Erdemir, 2010; Kusow, 2003; Narayan, 1993). Outside of organizational ethnography, this problematization of the insider-outsider dichotomy is far from a new (See e.g. Merton, 1972), and within various ethnographic research fields it has long been demonstrated how social markers such as age, race, nationality and gender influence the position and access of the fieldworker – even when she is “at home” (See e.g. Bell, 1999; Bolak, 1996; Cui, 2015; Ergun and Erdemir, 2010; Gurney, 1985; Halstead, 2007).

A few recent contributions within organizational ethnography have challenged the insider-outsider dichotomy and the temporal continuum on which our fieldworker identities are assumed to move. A reflexive approach is central to these writings. One recent and noteworthy contribution by Järventie-Thesleff et al (2016) describes how professional identities and identity work play out in at-home
ethnography. Drawing on earlier comments about the taboo of telling one’s own stories (Anteby, 2013), the authors emphasize the importance of legitimizing an open reflection about our identities in the field, particularly when conducting at-home ethnography (Järventie-Thesleff et al., 2016). Based on two at-home ethnographic PhD projects, the authors demonstrate the various identity processes through which ethnographers move during the course of their studies. Although a temporal description of how ethnographers move from practitioner identities to academic identities runs through the article, the authors demonstrate that non-linear shifts back and forth between identities break this temporal progression (Järventie-Thesleff et al., 2016; see also Cunliffe and Karunanayake, 2013; Winkler, 2012). The authors focus on the experienced identity shifts of the at-home ethnographer between belonging to academia and to the field, whereas this article will focus on the identity processes within the field and the impact of such processes on our research. Thus, building on the work by Järventie-Thesleff et al. and its important focus on reflexivity and fluidity in fieldworker identity creation, this article proposes a theoretical framework that attempts to capture the space and tension between externally defined and self-experienced fieldworker identities.

**Social identities: A processual concept**

In his book *Social Identity*, first published in 1996, anthropologist Richard Jenkins (2008) provides a detailed account of identity creation and of the classification of the self and others. As implied in the book title, Jenkins views identity as a social and relational construct, and he prefers to refer to *identification* rather than *identity* to emphasize the processual view within the concept. To understand identification, Jenkins introduces three distinct and interacting orders: *the Institutional Order*, *the Interaction Order* and *the Individual Order*. The aim of Jenkins’ argument is to address what he perceives as a false distinction between structure and action within the structuration debate.
at the time. Within the same vein, it must be noted that Jenkins’ *orders of identification* always overlap and interact in the process of identification. Thus, whereas other scholars distinguish between individual identities and social identities (Brown, 2015), for Jenkins, all orders of identification are social.

The Institutional Order refers to the processes by which a group identifies as a group within itself and the process by which a group is categorized as a group by others. This aspect of identity creation is, as will be shown, central to organizational ethnography, as organizations are also legal entities and the formal categorizations as insider or outsider can either provide or prohibit access to certain information and experiences. The Interaction Order is highly influenced by Goffman’s (1990) work on impression management and front-stage and back-stage identities. It refers to the ways in which our active attempts to take on an identity externally depend on the acceptance of this identity by others. This aspect of identity creation is particularly central for our access in the field as organizational ethnographers and will be employed to demonstrate how the data we generate is shaped by our success or failure with taking on a particular identity. The Individual Order refers to the notion of selfhood and how this is co-constructed in a synthesis between how we as individuals experience and define ourselves and how the external world defines us. Jenkins views selfhood as a person’s embodied experience of identity, as our sense of self is always braided into past experiences and feelings. For organizational ethnographers in familiar fields, this aspect of identity creation is particularly central, as embodied experiences of belonging and familiarity may affect our notions of selfhood and hereby our data. Thus, as will be elaborated later, our data generation, what we write and who we write about may be influenced by the attachments we feel to the field and the social bonds we create. Jenkins’ concept of social identities emphasizes individual agency in identity creation while still considering the impact of others’ definitions of us. Drawing on Jenkins’ orders of identification, this article demonstrates how identities are created at the intersection
between researcher selves and ascriptions from the field. I use these insights to reflect upon how the multiple fieldworker identities we shift between guide and limit our ethnographic studies.

**Methodology and empirical context**

The empirical material laying the basis for this article was generated in 2017 within a multinational biopharmaceutical company. The research was conducted under a funding scheme where I, as a PhD scholar, was jointly financed by this company and by a Danish government fund. Within this scheme, the researcher is hired, and partly paid, by a private company to do a PhD project on a topic deemed useful for this company. The researcher thus has a legal affiliation with the company by virtue of a job contract. The PhD project must have academic relevance and high scientific quality while still benefitting the company; thus, throughout the research, the researcher must balance this dual obligation. Hereby, despite the researcher’s legal ties to the company, the research cannot be categorized as at-home ethnography in Alvesson’s (2009) sense, as the research is an explicit purpose rather than an opportunistic occurrence. Moreover, I entered the company as a researcher and not as an employee transitioning into this role. Thus, the study cannot be described as insider research, as I did not occupy an insider position at the outset. It also cannot be categorized as full-member research because by virtue of the split between my company membership and my research institution membership, I was a full member of neither.

The ethnographic study was designed following Brannen’s (2011, pp. 131-132) definition of a “focal ethnography”, which is an ethnography conducted using multiple data collection methods, documenting different perspectives on the phenomenon under study and the repetition of data collection over time. As recommended by Brannen (2011), this focal ethnography was followed up by comparative ethnographic case studies in selected countries in order to examine the strength and validity of the analyses. The overall focus of the PhD project is business ethics (See e.g. Ma et al.,
2012; Tseng et al., 2010), and the empirical point of inquiry is the company’s ethics program (Kaptein, 2015), consisting of a code of ethics (Kaptein, 2004; Weaver, 1993) and various supporting training and awareness activities. I have been organizationally affiliated with the company’s Ethics Department throughout the research.

Findings

Within this research project, the process of identification was ongoing, interlinked and often overlapping. For analytical clarity, however, the presentation of the findings is structured according to Jenkins’ (2008) three orders of identification. By engaging with these three orders, I challenge the aforementioned temporal, spatial and a priori notions of insider and outsider, home and away and demonstrate how insider identities are ascribed even when away, how outsider identities are experienced in familiar fields and how insider moments occur for outsiders and vice versa. Below I describe these processes and use them to emphasize the impact of such fluid fieldworker identities on our research findings and interpretations.

The Institutional Order: Categorized as an insider

At the very beginning of the fieldwork, one of my primary ethnographic concerns was my organizational affiliation with the Ethics Department. Formally being an employee in the company and placed in the Ethics Department, I feared that I would be confused with an ethics "auditor", which might have inhibited the staff’s and managers’ willingness to participate in my research. Therefore, at first, I made an effort to emphasize my affiliation with the university, but I quickly realized the unfruitfulness of this effort, as people seemed reluctant to share information with me when I was seen as an outsider. In fact, against my expectations, I found it beneficial to clearly emphasize my employment with the company. Whenever I started asking questions, people seemed
highly occupied with the terms of my contract. “So, you are an employee here?” or “Who do you report to in the company?” were common questions at the beginning of a conversation, asked in a wary tone. When I described the terms of my employment, however, the tone always lightened, and guards were lowered. In addition, I realized that in a business where patents and intellectual property have a significant presence, this reluctance to answer questions from outsiders is not surprising – particularly because a confidentiality clause is a standard requirement in every employee’s job contract, and legal repercussions may apply to anyone who breaches it.

To understand why it was more helpful to assert an identity as an insider-employee than as an outsider-researcher, it is helpful to turn to Jenkins’ Institutional Order. As Jenkins writes, the Institutional Order refers to the process by which identities are ascribed to organizational members based on the available classifications within the organization (Jenkins, 2008). Within the particular organizational context of the biopharmaceutical company and the reigning logics of non-disclosure, the two most immediate categories available were “employee” and “non-employee”, or insider and outsider. Against my expectations, these categorizations determined the legal scope of the interaction between my research participants and me, and made it more fruitful for me to assert an identity as an insider-employee. However, as I will turn to next, on other occasions, though still within the insider frame, it was in fact fruitful to assert an identity as a researcher.

The Interaction Order: Insider ascriptions and outsider moments

Early in the fieldwork, I wanted to participate in one of the teams in charge of the clinical trials where new products are being tested on humans. I had assumed that this would be one of the more difficult forums to gain access to, but I met only open doors and helpful people, and I was immediately granted access to participate in two clinical trial project groups. When reflecting upon
what I initially interpreted as sheer luck and reading my field notes, I realized that the reason I was
given access to these clinical trials was my ascribed identity as a PhD fellow. The company in
which I hold my PhD position is research-driven and highly specialized, and the number of PhD
degree holders far exceeds the average in Danish companies. Thus, when I approached research and
development managers and explained my position, they widely understood my need for data access
despite our differences in subject matter specializations. Despite having only just entered the
company, my self-ascription as a PhD fellow was successfully received, and my claims to data
access were recognized as valid. Perhaps because of the familiarity with the concept of a PhD
within the company, on this point, I was categorized as an insider – a more junior one, yes, but yet
with a legitimate claim to what I was asking.

According to Jenkins, individuals negotiate their identity within a dialectic of identification that
consists of internal and external moments. In the internal moment, individuals present an image of
themselves for the acceptance of others, and in the external moment, others can either accept or
reject it (Jenkins, 2008). In this case, the image I presented was accepted, which disrupted the
outsider-to-insider continuum on which I would – according to spatial and temporal notions of the
fieldwork experience – be assumed to gradually move. This is because, despite the novelty of the
context, in the PhD dense environment of the biopharmaceutical company, my claim to an insider
identity was accepted and acted upon.

On another occasion, much later in the fieldwork, I travelled to a subsidiary abroad with a colleague
from the Ethics Department. I followed her there to observe and participate in a number of
workshops for 40 local managers and some HR staff on the company’s ethical principles. I knew
that by virtue of my legal affiliation with the Ethics Department, I would risk being perceived as an
authority, representing a corporate function, when arriving at the subsidiary (Cf. Marschan-Piekkari
et al., 2004); thus, I decided to counteract this position and repeatedly mentioned my status as a student.

After the workshops for managers, my Ethics Department colleague trained local HR staff in how to conduct this workshop themselves, and I went through the training alongside the local colleagues as if everything was new to me as well. After this training, I spoke to one of the other participants, who earlier on seemed very reluctant to talk to me but now was more open. In his daily work, he belongs to the training and development team in the HR function and one of his tasks is to conduct similar workshops for new employees on the ethical principles of the company. I asked how he had experienced the workshops and the training, and he explained in a low voice that although he had participated in the workshops for managers that he later was trained in, he had not fully understood the purpose of these workshops until after the last HR training. It surprised me that he had not understood the purpose of the workshops, as this workshop concept is quite similar to the workshop that he is responsible for delivering on a regular basis. Moreover, it surprised me that he had neither asked the facilitator to clarify the purpose during the workshop for managers nor during the HR training. This made me wonder if the managers who attended the workshops had also not understood the purpose without mentioning anything. If this was the case, the time that 40 managers spent on these workshops might have been fruitless. This insight is rather central, as it hints towards the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of standardized training concepts when they are rolled out globally, and I might not have gained access to this insight if I had not actively taken on the role as a student. Further, I assume that if this HR employee had wanted to, he would have inquired with my colleague from the Ethics Department about the purpose of the workshop to ensure that the attending managers were not equally confused. This indicates that for some reason, he did not wish to reveal that he had not understood the purpose. However, perhaps because I had positioned myself
as a low-ranking student rather than an authority from a corporate function, he shared this information with me. Via this student-identity, I thus gained access to knowledge that was kept from my Ethics Department colleague. At the same time, however, I also entered an ethical space that I would have not stepped foot in if my assertion of this identity had not been successful. Assuming that my local colleague’s concern was not to expose himself to the superior from the Ethics Department and admit to not having understood the purpose of what 40 managers were trained in, one can probably also assume that he might not have shared this with me if he knew it would appear in a research paper. Therefore, I wonder if my positioning as a low-ranking student had been overemphasized to the extent that he had forgotten that I was indeed there to study them?

As evidenced by the fact that I have included this example, I decided to share it but to do so in such a way that conceals his identity and allows only a few people to recognize where it took place.

Thus, our data access is shaped by the dismissal or approval of the identities we are trying to claim and thus by the Interaction Order (Jenkins, 2008). But when we gain access to certain data precisely because of our successful attempt to take on an identity, it poses new dilemmas about what to write and what not to write about. It also forces us to consider if the identities we portray somehow shield our research purposes from our informants and hereby grant us access to information that was not intended to be shared. Similarly, just as successful identity claims might grant us access to information, moments may also occur where knowledge might be kept from us because our identity claims are rejected:

*I am five months within the fieldwork. On the floor where I am located, we have a weekly meeting with general updates. By now, I have become a natural part of these meetings, and when the manager hosting the meeting asks if there is news from the Ethics Department, she looks at me...*
along with my colleagues as if any of us could provide updates on behalf of the department in which, she seems to think, we all work as equals.

I feel quite at home, and instead of nervously preparing myself for the meeting as I did in the beginning, I brought a cup of coffee from the canteen to make the weekly event cozier.

After a number of updates on the upcoming summer party and news from the management team, one of the legal advisors shares a complicated legal case that they are currently working on. “Of course, this is confidential information”, another colleague adds, and we all nod. In the same moment, one of the other legal advisors sitting on a chair by my side turns to me and says with a smile “So that means...” and zips an imaginary zipper over her lips, emphasizing that I especially have to pay attention to this message about confidentiality. Everybody looks at me for a second, perhaps wondering if they have said too much in front of me, but then the meeting continues with news about a new IT training module.

The zipped lips gesture may have been meant as a joke. Regardless of the intention, however, the experience taught me that as a fieldworker, although you have gained an insider identity, this identity is not fixed; rather, it can be interrupted by outsider moments at any point in time. In one instant, I was part of the group, just another staff member attending a weekly meeting; in the next moment, I was singled out as an outsider who needed an extra reminder of the confidentiality of what was discussed. Thus, in the midst of being an insider at the staff meeting, I was suddenly ascribed an identity as an outsider. As Jenkins writes, “It is not enough simply to assert an identity; that assertion must also be validated, or not, by those with whom we have dealings” (Jenkins, 2008, p. 42). My assertion of an identity as an insider was certainly not validated at that moment in time. Thus, fieldworker identities are not stable acquisitions, and we cannot assume our identities in the field to correspond to the ideal of a transition from being an outsider to becoming an insider or vice
versa (Cf. Ergun and Erdemir, 2010). Rather, I find it useful to conceptualize the fieldworker’s identities as constantly evolving and changing, and with interrupting outsider and insider moments.

The Individual Order: Feeling outside in a familiar setting and getting (too) familiar

Now, I will turn to the felt and personally experienced identities of the fieldworker and argue that this aspect of identity creation challenges the spatial notions often attached to fieldwork in familiar settings, as well as it sheds light on possible integrity risks within such research.

I am a social anthropologist, and my preference for the social sciences streams through my educational history. There are only traces of quantitative and natural sciences from lower-level biology classes in high school and 10 ECTS points in statistics from my bachelor’s degree 10 years ago. As mentioned earlier, my PhD project takes place in a multinational biopharmaceutical company. I have been affiliated with the Danish branch of the firm where many of its research and development activities are undertaken. However, despite the short distance to work, I felt far from home when entering the company. In the following excerpt, I sit with a pharmacologist named Liza.

She has started an elaborate explanation that I am not sure where will lead, about a condition where the patient gets large polyps inside the esophagus. Her description is very vivid, and I am trying to follow her rather technical description of the condition. “And that can be dangerous, because it can create pressure on the aorta”, she says and looks at me with a serious attitude. I nod, partly to recognize the severity of the condition she is describing and partly to confirm that I understand that the esophagus can be affected. Or that I thought I understood. Without giving it much thought, I ask just to confirm “So aorta is the word for the esophagus?” She stops her explanation and looks at me with disbelief in her eyes. “No…”, she says and looks at me. “No, aorta is the main artery in your body…”. From that comment as well as from her expression, I
I understand that the name of the main artery is rather basic knowledge that I feel I should have possessed. She looks like she agrees.

As exemplified in this excerpt, being an outsider is not only tied to spatial characteristics of home or away but also to the subject matter characteristics of the field and the expertise of the fieldworker – regardless of whether the field happens to be physically located within her home country or within the familiar construct of an organization. Thus, the spatial dichotomy of home or away seems inadequate in this kind of organizational research, as the fieldworker’s experienced identity also depends on the non-physical space between her educational background and the field. Returning to the Individual Order (Jenkins, 2008), it is important to note that the process of identification happens in the relation between the fieldworker and the field. Imagine, for example, that I had studied pharmacology or medical science before switching to anthropology. In that case, my notion of selfhood would likely have been that of an insider from the outset. It thus depends on both the researcher and the field as a whole and not only on the spatial or organizational affiliations of each. This means that on other occasions, as I will turn to now, in interactions with employees whose backgrounds were similar to mine, my self-ascribed identity was that of an insider.

In Denmark, I share an office with colleagues my own age, and we get along very well. In fact, we get along so well that my relation with them has been a continuous worry throughout my fieldwork. Early in the project, while I was still feeling like an outsider to the general field of study, I quickly felt and was treated like an insider among the Ethics Department. While appreciating the ease with which I have entered the department and established rapport, I am simultaneously fearful of what this might do to my data, how I write and what I write. The Ethics Department is a small corporate function, and each employee within the department has a distinct portfolio of tasks. Therefore,
when commenting on specific activities, I am simultaneously commenting on the individual work of one or very few people. Recently, while working on another article, I was discussing with an academic colleague some of the Ethics Department’s work that I had described. My colleague found that the way in which they conveyed their messages in workshops is inappropriate to the context of a biopharmaceutical company and encouraged me to criticize this. Afterwards, I found myself softening my language, concerned about whether the Ethics Department might be offended by this criticism when seeing it written up in an article (for similar reflections, see Natifu, 2016). With this experience in mind, I realized that despite my constant worrying about it, my selfhood in the familiar field had developed to an extent where I was recognized as one of them and likewise felt like one of them, and that this had made my concerns about offending them take priority over my critical reflections about them. Thus, when operating in fields that feel familiar, we must constantly make efforts to reflect upon the implications of this familiarity on our research integrity, and ask ourselves how our fieldworker identities may be guiding our interpretations.

**The Individual order: Insider moments in fieldwork away**

So far, I have demonstrated that insider is not an identity we can take for granted in familiar settings. Likewise, as I will turn to next, neither is outsider an identity that we can assume to be tied to fieldwork in unfamiliar settings. During my fieldwork, I travelled to China to visit a subsidiary along with an employee from the Ethics Department. I had never been to China before, and when arriving in the airport, only able to communicate by hand gestures with the driver picking us up and not being able to read the Chinese road signs on the way into town, I felt very much away from home. This continued the next day at the office, where I kept feeling oblivious to the social codes in my interactions with my Chinese colleagues.
I am here to attend a workshop facilitated by my colleague from the Ethics Department. 18 Chinese participants and their Danish manager are sitting in the room, waiting for the workshop to start. The facilitator has brought a ball for the participants to throw around, defining which person should speak next. The first person she throws it to makes a jittery move and fails to catch the ball. Following him, almost every person who gets the ball thrown either does not catch it, is hit by the ball or halfway catches it and then loses it again in a nervous twitching move. With every failed attempt, the Danish manager laughs and makes jokes about the incredibly low catch rate, saying that they need to put ball throwing in the development plans for next year. Everybody joins the laughter, including the flurried employees who try to be the first to catch the ball properly.

At that moment, I felt very Danish. Of course, in the group of Chinese participants, I was still very much an outsider; however, in that particular situation, where I interacted with what I recognized as Danish humor and the informal Danish management style, I felt like an insider. Thus, the spatial divide inherent in the dichotomy between home and away was again challenged, as I spent a moment as an insider, even though I was an outsider in a foreign field more than 8000 kilometers away. And such insider-moments produce new insights about the field and how we as fieldworkers understand it. For example, this particular moment made me realize that I was seeing my observations through a prism of cultural stereotypes:

Throughout the workshop, the Danish manager keeps making jokes and, I suspect, being slightly less formal than the typical Chinese CEO. Everybody seems to be enjoying themselves, and the spirits are definitely lifted by his approach. Afterwards, back in my hotel room, I spend a lot of time writing field notes about this particular aspect of the workshop and wondering how I would have seen him if I had been one of the Chinese employees. I kept thinking about why the Chinese
participants seemed to enjoy themselves even though the Danish manager had stepped out of what I thought was the normal, Chinese management style.

Later, I realized that a somewhat stereotypical image of Chinese managers being more hierarchical had clearly informed my interpretation of the situation and made me ask such questions in the first place. Rather than being stunned by the Danish manager’s informal approach, as I had assumed the Chinese participants would be, they seemed to comfortably tap into the humor just as I had done. I understood that the reason I was asking myself these questions was that I felt like an insider in that particular situation, despite my general experience of being an outsider. I assumed that if this way of being a manager was so recognizable to me, then it must have seemed foreign to the setting that seemed so foreign to me. It is difficult to determine whether the laughter emerged from a culturally engrained wish to follow the mood of the manager or it was a genuine expression of amusement. The feeling in the room suggested the latter, but regardless, it made me realize the cultural stereotypes guiding my immediate interpretation. Thus, thinking about insider and outsider moments is productive for us to consider not only our identities in the field but also our interpretations of what we experience and the preconceptions that might influence them.

**Conclusion**

This article has argued that to properly grasp the multiple identity processes involved in a fieldwork, we must escape the spatial and temporal conceptualization of being either an insider or an outsider. Instead, the article has argued for a relational and situational perspective on being an insider and an outsider in the field. Drawing on Jenkins’ notion of social identities and the interactions inherent in the identification process, this article has sought to demonstrate that the identity of a fieldworker, regardless of where the fieldwork takes place, is defined in the relation
between the field and the fieldworker and even in momentary interactions. Through examples from a fieldwork in a biopharmaceutical company located in the home country of the ethnographer, it has been described how this particular context proved very foreign despite the ethnographer’s formal role as an employee, her familiarity with the concept of an organization as well as its geographical location. Moreover, it has demonstrated that even when inhabiting insider identities, outsider moments can emerge – and vice versa – and that these moments offer new insights about ourselves, the field and the assumptions with which we enter it.

The insights presented contribute to a growing but yet relatively unexplored field within organizational ethnography in two ways. First, by engaging the concept orders of identification, it contributes to expanding the theoretical understandings of researcher identities in familiar settings. Second, it contributes to our methodological toolbox as organizational ethnographers by demonstrating how our social identities in the field shape the data we get access to generate.

Moreover, this article has pointed towards, but not elaborated extensively on, the ethical implications of our researcher identities in the field. The importance of such questions for the quality of our research and our integrity as researchers calls for further attention within future research. Research funded by private companies makes our research purposes somewhat entangled with company agendas and our researcher selves somewhat entangled with our field sites. As private funding and ethnography in familiar settings do not seem to be diminishing in the future, I would further urge the community to perform further research and share reflections on the consequences of such entanglements on the empirical material we generate and the ethics within.
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